The evolution of mutation rate in an antagonistic coevolutionary model with maternal transmission of parasites
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By constantly selecting for novel genotypes, coevolution between hosts and parasites can favour elevated mutation rates. Models of this process typically assume random encounters. However, offspring are often more likely to encounter their mother’s parasites. Because parents and offspring are genetically similar, they may be susceptible to the same parasite strains and thus, in hosts, maternal transmission should select for mechanisms that decrease intergenerational genetic similarity. In parasites, however, maternal transmission should select for genetic similarity. We develop and analyse a model of host and parasite mutation rate evolution when parasites are maternally inherited. In hosts, we find that maternal transmission has two opposing effects. First, it eliminates coevolutionary cycles that previous work shows select for higher mutation. Second, it independently selects for higher mutation rates, because offspring that differ from their mothers are more likely to avoid infection. In parasites, however, the two effects of maternal transmission act in the same direction. As for hosts, maternal transmission eliminates coevolutionary cycles, thereby reducing selection for increased mutation. Unlike for hosts, however, maternal transmission additionally selects against higher mutation by favouring parasite offspring that are the same as their mothers.

1. Introduction

Antagonistic coevolution between hosts and parasites has been shown to select for higher mutation rates in either or both species [1–3]. By constantly evolving new mechanisms to invade or resist one another, hosts and parasites impose fluctuating selection pressures on one another. A host individual with a novel immunity allele will evade the most common infective parasites in the population and, consequently, experience higher fitness. Similarly, a parasite with a novel allele that facilitates infection will gain an advantage. In a microcosm experiment, Pal et al. [4] showed that populations of the bacterium Pseudomonas fluorescens, evolving in the presence of a phage, evolved elevated mutation rates compared with control populations. Furthermore, this elevated mutation rate was shown to be genetically based.

The genetic basis of mutation rate [4–9] is the foundation for much theory [10–13]. These models typically consider a modifier allele that changes the mutation rate at other fitness-affecting loci (e.g. immunity loci) and then identify the conditions under which such a modifier spreads. In this way, theoretical models may help explain the variation in mutation rates across taxa [14].

In many species, offspring are more likely to encounter their mothers’ parasites. For example, many plants transmit diseases via their seeds [15,16]; several human pathogens, such as HIV [17] and the malaria-causing Plasmodium species [18], are transmitted from mother to foetus; in insects, many sexually transmitted diseases can be vertically transmitted [19]. Moreover, in species with maternal care, offspring are more exposed to their mothers’ parasites than parasites from other individuals. Because parents and offspring are genetically similar, they may be susceptible to the same parasite strains.
Consequently, maternal transmission of parasites should select for mechanisms that enable host offspring to differ from their parents. Indeed, theoretical work has shown that increased allocation to sexual reproduction is advantageous in hosts when parasites are maternally transmitted [20]. Here, we ask whether maternal transmission also selects for higher mutation rates at host immunity loci. Conversely, we ask whether maternal transmission selects for lower mutation rates in parasite infectivity loci, which we expect because maternally transmitted parasites that mutate would less effectively target host offspring.

We find that higher maternal transmission of parasites can select for higher mutation rates in hosts, as expected. However, we also find that maternal transmission can eliminate coevolutionary fluctuations in allele frequency that previous work has found are essential for the evolution of elevated mutation rates [3]. Counterintuitively, maternal infection can thus also hamper the evolution of increased host mutation rates. Which of these two conflicting effects predominates depends on the strength of maternal transmission and the rate of recombination between the selected locus and the modifier. In parasites, we find that maternal transmission weakens selection for higher mutation rates by diminishing coevolutionary cycling, and selects against higher mutation rate because this favors parasites that produce non-mutated offspring.

2. Simulation model

To study mutation rate evolution with maternal transmission of parasites, we construct and analyse a stochastic simulation model. In the electronic supplementary material, table S1, we provide a list of model parameters. We consider a population of $N$ sexually reproducing haploid hosts, some of whom are infected by parasites (also haploid). Hosts and parasites are each characterized by an antigen A-locus, with alleles $a$ and $A$, and a ‘modifier’ M-locus (described below). The antigen locus affects fitness via parasite infectivity. As there are no free-living parasites in our model, parasite population size is determined by the number of infected hosts, with each infected host carrying only one parasite type. Because parasite reproduction takes place within the host and because hosts carry parasites with only one genotype at the M-locus, sexual and asexual parasite reproduction are equivalent. Although parasite extinction is possible in our model, it was not observed in any runs reported here, except occasionally when examining biologically implausible scenarios with mutation rates equal to or very near 1. We assume a matching-alleles model of host immunity; parasites with an $A$-allele ($a$-allele) can only infect hosts with an $A$-allele ($a$-allele). Because our model includes only one antigen locus with two alleles, the matching-alleles model is equivalent to the inverse-matching-alleles model, in which parasites with an $A$-allele ($a$-allele) can only infect hosts with an $a$-allele ($A$-allele).

Matching-alleles models, which are thought to characterize components of the vertebrate major histocompatibility complex (MHC) system [21], require that hosts have a self versus non-self recognition system and only parasites bearing an antigen that mimics the host cells can evade the immune system.

Each of the discrete, non-overlapping host generations comprises the following steps: reproduction, infection and selection. Each of these steps is deterministic, and collectively, they determine the probabilities with which $N$ host offspring are randomly drawn to found the next generation. We next describe each step in more detail.

First, host reproduction occurs. Mating is random and inheritance is Mendelian. Within a transient diploid phase, recombination occurs between the antigen and modifier loci at rate $r$, producing haploid offspring. In hosts, mutation occurs at the antigen locus during gamete production with mutation probability depending on an individual’s genotype at the modifier locus (hosts with genotype $M(m)$ mutate at rate $\mu_M^m (\mu_M^m)$). Mutation in parasites occurs in infected hosts at a rate governed by the parasite’s genotype at the modifier locus (parasites with genotype $M(m)$ mutate at rate $\mu_M^m (\mu_M^m)$) so that each host can transmit both mutant and non-mutant parasites. For simplicity, we investigate evolution at the M-locus in hosts and parasites separately.

Newborn hosts are uninfected, but can become infected in one of two rounds of parasite exposure. First, offspring with infected mothers are exposed to their mothers’ parasite pools, which comprise mutant and non-mutant parasites in a ratio of $\mu_M^m : 1 – \mu_M^m$ (respectively, $\mu_M^p : 1 – \mu_M^p$) for parasites of genotype $M$ (respectively, $m$). Second, all remaining uninfected offspring are exposed to parasites from the total parent population (global infection). During both infection stages, hosts can only be infected by compatible parasites (i.e. ones with genotypes that match). This occurs with probability $\phi$ in the maternal infection phase and $\theta$ in the global infection phase ($0 < \phi, \theta < 1$), where $\phi$ denotes the frequency of that parasite type in the relevant pool (i.e. in the mother during the maternal phase, and in the whole population during the global phase), and $\phi$ (respectively, $\theta$) denotes the probability of successful infection by a compatible parasite in the maternal (respectively, global) infection stage. The relative values of $\phi$ and $\theta$ thus reflect the relative strengths of maternal and global infection.

Finally, hosts survive with probabilities that depend on infection status. Uninfected and infected hosts survive with probability 1 and 1 – $\psi$, respectively (note that we call $\psi$ the ‘virulence’ of the parasite). Parasite population dynamics are thus affected by the deaths of their hosts.

3. Simulation results

(a) Coevolutionary dynamics

Over a range of parameters, allele frequencies cycle at the antigen locus (figure 1). Such dynamics are typical of host–parasite models when selection is frequency-dependent and there is no maternal transmission [1,3,22,23]. We find that the amplitude and period of these cycles decrease as more parasites are transmitted maternally (figure 2). By enabling parasites with rare but beneficial alleles to gain a foothold, maternal infection allows the parasite population to respond more quickly to allele frequency changes in the hosts and thus to outpace host evolution. When parasite evolution significantly outpaces host evolution, hosts essentially ‘give up’ the arms race and converge to an intermediate allele frequency [3]. Interestingly, maternal transmission’s effect on cycle dynamics is most dramatic when parasites are weakly virulent (compare figure 1(a–c) to (d–f)). Because more infected mothers survive to produce and infect offspring when parasites are weakly virulent, maternal infection plays a comparatively larger role than when parasites are
strongly virulent and most infected mothers die before reproducing (compare the sizes of the dark grey shaded regions between figure 1(a–c) and (d–f)).

(b) Mutation rate evolution in hosts
Here, we investigate evolution at the modifier locus (M-locus) in hosts. We take two approaches. First, we let evolution proceed for a fixed amount of time, starting from mutation rates of zero, so that we may investigate relative rates of evolution across varying conditions and, second, we find evolutionarily stable (ESS) mutations rates by evaluating relative fitnesses of successive modifier alleles in order to make inferences about longer-term outcomes. Interestingly, we find that evolution becomes extremely slow, even when mutation rates are still far from the ESS. We therefore focus on understanding rates of evolution first and then provide a short investigation of ESS mutation rates.

By letting host mutation rates evolve (while holding parasite mutation rates fixed), we investigate how the rate of modifier evolution varies with strength of maternal transmission. In accordance with previous results [3], we find that when maternal transmission is weak, appreciable increases in mutation rates fixed), we investigate how the rate of modifier evolution proceed for a fixed amount of time, starting from mutation rates of zero, so that we may investigate relative rates of evolution across varying conditions and, second, we find evolutionarily stable (ESS) mutations rates by evaluating relative fitnesses of successive modifier alleles in order to make inferences about longer-term outcomes. Interestingly, we find that evolution becomes extremely slow, even when mutation rates are still far from the ESS. We therefore focus on understanding rates of evolution first and then provide a short investigation of ESS mutation rates.
As higher mutation rates evolve, cycles decrease in size until they eventually disappear altogether (see the electronic supplementary material, figure S3a). This finding is consistent with previous work [1,3]. M’Gonigle et al. [3] showed that, once mutation rates are high enough that cycles disappear, modifier evolution ceases, as new mutants at the antigen locus no longer confer any benefit. With maternal transmission, however, we find that host mutation rates can reach even higher levels than those where cycles disappear (see the electronic supplementary material, figure S4).

We next turn our attention to evolutionarily stable mutation rates (i.e., those that would be expected to evolve, given enough time). Not surprisingly, we find that, for most strengths of maternal transmission, \( \phi \), and virulence, \( v \), the ESS mutation rate in hosts is 1 (figure 4). This is because maternal transmission of parasites always selects for higher mutation rates in hosts. While evolution should eventually lead populations to these ESS values, the rate at which evolution proceeds declines dramatically as higher mutation rates evolve, suggesting that these ESS values might not be attainable over biologically realistic time-scales (compare figure 3 with figure 4). The time-course of evolution shows that, except when maternal transmission is very strong, little evolutionary change is happening by generation \( 10^7 \), even though the populations remain relatively far from their ESS values (see the electronic supplementary material, figure S5). This is because there is negative feedback when coevolutionary cycles are the main force selecting for higher mutation rates; higher mutation rates reduce cycle size, thereby reducing further selection for higher mutation rates (see the electronic supplementary material, figure S4). The effect of maternal transmission, however, does not attenuate as mutation rates increase and, hence, mutation rates keep evolving (see the electronic supplementary material, figure S4).

In conclusion, we summarize two factors that select for higher mutation rates in hosts. First, frequency-dependent interactions at the A-locus select for higher mutation rates whenever there are host–parasite cycles, but this effect...
becomes weak when there is recombination (see the electronic supplementary material, figure S1). Second, maternal transmission of parasites selects for a higher mutation rate by creating an advantage to differing from one’s mother. Because this benefit only lasts for a single generation, it is much less sensitive to recombination. In the absence of host–parasite coevolutionary cycles, only the latter process acts and we see that evolved mutation rates are largely the same, with or without recombination. When there are host–parasite cycles, however, mutation rates evolve to much higher levels with complete linkage.

(c) Mutation rate evolution in parasites

Here, we investigate evolution at the modifier locus (M-locus) in parasites while holding host mutation rates fixed. For parasites, ESS values were obtained during evolution runs and we do not, therefore, present or discuss these results separately (figure 5). As occurred in hosts, coevolutionary cycles select for higher mutation rates in parasites. In the absence of maternal transmission, mutation rates in parasites increase until they reach the point at which cycles disappear [3]. By reducing the size of coevolutionary cycles, maternal transmission, therefore, weakens selection for increased mutation rates in parasites, as it did for hosts (figure 5). In contrast to hosts, however, maternal transmission selects against higher mutation rates by favouring those offspring that express the same antigen allele as their mother. Therefore, with moderately strong maternal transmission, evolved mutation rates are lower than they would be if frequency-dependent interactions were the only selection pressure (see the electronic supplementary material, figure S6). This differs

**Figure 4.** The evolutionarily stable mutation rate in hosts with (a) complete linkage ($r = 0$) and (b) free recombination ($r = 0.5$) between the modifier and antigen loci. Main panels show final values obtained when started from initial mutation rates of 0, and inset panels show final values obtained when started from initial mutation rates near 1. To find the ESS, we used an ‘accelerated’ version of the procedure described in the figure 3 caption. This method simply evaluates the sign of the fitness differences between resident and mutant alleles before substituting an allele. In addition, novel mutation rates were drawn from a normal distribution with much larger standard deviation than was used in our standard evolution runs (we used $\alpha_M = 0.1$ for the first half of each run and $\alpha_M = 0.01$ for the second half, compared with $\alpha_M = 0.001$ in figure 3; reducing $\alpha_M$ in the second half of each run helps reduce variation about the ESS across replicates). With these modifications, convergence to the ESS required many fewer generations than it would in our standard evolution runs (results presented above are for $10^5$ generations). All other parameters are as in figure 3.

**Figure 5.** (a) Evolved mutation rate in parasites after $10^7$ generations and (b) the evolutionarily stable mutation rate in parasites. The main panel of (b) shows final values obtained when started from initial mutation rates of 0, and the inset panel shows final values obtained when started from initial mutation rates near 1. The method for finding the ESS is the same as was used for figure 4. All else, including the definition of the solid curve, is as in figure 3.
from hosts, where maternal transmission causes evolved mutation rates to exceed this value (see the electronic supplementary material, figure S4). When maternal transmission is very weak, however, we find mutation rates evolve to higher levels than expected (left side of the electronic supplementary material, figure S6). As shown by M’Gonigle et al. [3], this is expected in finite populations where stochastic fluctuations in host allele frequencies continue to create periodic selection for increased mutation rates in parasites, even when coevolutionary cycling no longer occurs [3]. When rates of maternal transmission are higher, however, this effect becomes marginal.

4. Analytical model

Here, we make connections between our model and that of Agrawal [20], the only previous model to investigate the impact of maternal transmission of parasites on the evolution of a genetic modifier (in his case, a modifier of the rate of sexual reproduction; [20]). Because an individual’s fitness depends not only on its own genotype, but also on the infection status of its mother, an analytical treatment of our above simulation model would be challenging. Therefore, following Agrawal [20], we construct a simplified model of host dynamics that approximates the fitness effects of maternal transmission without explicitly modelling parasite dynamics by computing selection coefficients based on the existence of a hypothetical parasite population. In particular, we assume that an individual suffers a fitness reduction, γ, if it shares the same genotype as its mother. This selection is referred to as ‘similarity selection’, because each offspring experiences a parasite community that is ‘similar’ to the parasite community infecting its mother, and would be well targeted for infection if it were genetically similar as well. Agrawal [20] justified the use of this method by showing that maternal transmission of parasites indeed generates similarity selection. We also consider the effect of selection imposed by the global parasite pool by assuming that one of the two alleles at the antigen locus is deleterious, with selection coefficient α. While such an assumption does not enable us to consider fluctuations in the direction of selection, as would occur when there are coevolutionary cycles, by varying γ relative to α, we are able to assess the importance of similarity selection compared with directional selection, as would be imposed by the global parasite pool during a small interval of time. In the electronic supplementary material, we provide a fuller description of our analytical model.

5. Analytical results

As in Agrawal [20], we performed a quasi-linkage equilibrium (QLE) analysis of our model. The QLE analysis assumes that selection and mutation are weak relative to recombination and segregation and, therefore, that association measures (e.g. linkage disequilibrium) change faster than allele frequencies [25]. Because of this, the association measures can be assumed to be at their steady-state values, whereas allele frequencies continue to change (see the electronic supplementary information). We assume that the strength of directional selection, α, and the strength of similarity selection, γ, are both of order ζ, where ζ ≪ 1. We additionally assume that mutation rate, μ, and the effect of the modifier, Δμ, are both of order ζ². Assuming such weak selection and mutation is necessary for carrying out the QLE. Below, we assume that the A-allele is favoured relative to the a-allele by genotypic selection, and that the M-allele encodes a higher mutation rate than the m-allele. We find that the rate of change in frequency of the A-allele to leading order is

\[
\Delta P_A = V_A(\alpha + \gamma(1/2 - P_A))\xi + O(\zeta^2),
\]

(5.1)

where \(V_A = P_A(1 - P_A)\) is the variance at the A-locus, and the change in frequency of the M-allele is

\[
\Delta P_M = 2\Delta\mu V_M \left(1 - \frac{1}{r} \right) (\alpha(1/2 - P_A)
+ \gamma(1/2 - V_A)(\tau + 1/2 - V_A/2))\xi^2 + O(\zeta^4),
\]

(5.2)

where \(V_M = P_m(1 - P_M)\) is the variance at the M-locus. From equation (5.2), we see that α and γ affect dynamics at the M-locus to the same order. Thus, genotypic and similarity selection are similarly potent forces affecting the evolution of mutation rate. This contrasts with what has been found for the evolution of sex, where similarity selection is more potent than genotypic selection (see the electronic supplementary information; [20]). From equation (5.2), we can also see that the rate of change in frequency at the M-locus is lower with higher recombination. This is expected, as there is no direct selection at the M-locus and dynamics can only occur as a correlated response to dynamics at the A-locus. Although recombination’s overall effect is to slow the evolution of higher mutation rate, equation (5.2) shows that this effect is weaker when similarity selection is stronger (higher γ). We can see that, if the favoured A-allele is at frequency greater than 0.5, then similarity selection must be sufficiently strong compared with genotypic selection for increased mutation rates to evolve. Furthermore, when increased mutation rates do evolve, they do so more quickly when similarity selection is strong and/or genetic variance at the A-locus is low. When the latter condition is met, most individuals have the same antigen allele as their mothers and thus a mutant that differs from its mother will have a higher relative fitness advantage. Not surprisingly, the rate of change at the M-locus is also higher when the effect size of the modifier is large and when there is greater genetic variance at the M-locus.

Importantly, from equation (5.2), we can see that stronger similarity selection (higher γ, our proxy for strength of maternal transmission) promotes the evolution of mutation rate. While maternal transmission in our simulation model could either strengthen or weaken selection for higher mutation rates, the weakening is always an indirect consequence of its tendency to reduce cycles which, for tractability, are absent from the analytical model. When cycles are absent or not important for modifier evolution in our simulation model, the effect of maternal transmission is always to select for higher mutation (figure 3). Consequently, we found the ESS mutation rate in hosts to be 1 for all but the weakest strengths of maternal transmission, a result consistent with equation (5.2), which predicts that higher mutation rates should evolve whenever similarity selection is sufficiently strong. Hence, our simplified analytical model captures the strengthening effect of maternal transmission that we observed in our simulation. It is also apparent from equation (5.2) that recombination has less of an effect in slowing the evolution of...
higher mutation when similarity selection is strong. This agrees with our simulation model, where we also see a reduced effect of recombination on mutation rate evolution when maternal transmission is strong (see the electronic supplementary material, figure S1).

Extending to parasites requires modifying the fitness functions so that it is advantageous for a parasite to be the same as its mother (see the electronic supplementary material, equation S6). This follows from the assumption that, with more maternal transmission, parasites are more likely to infect hosts with the same antigen genotype as the host that their mother infected. With this change, equation (5.2) becomes

$$\Delta P_M = 2\Delta V_M \left( \frac{1-r}{r} \right) \left( \alpha(1/2 - P_A) - \gamma((1/2 - V_A)(r + 1/2) - V_A/2) \right) + O(\epsilon^4). \quad (5.3)$$

For parasites, maternal transmission tends to select against higher mutation rates. This is also what we found in the simulation model. The ESS values obtained in our simulation (figure S5) show a balance between this effect and the effect of coevolutionary cycles, which select for higher mutation rate in parasites [3]. Coevolutionary cycles, however, are absent from our simple analytical model.

6. Discussion

By constantly seeking novel ways to invade or defend against each other, hosts and their parasites create an ever-changing environment for one another [1,26]. Previous models have shown that these antagonistic interactions can select for high mutation rates in both species [1–3]. This idea has also been confirmed in experiments with *P. fluorescens*, which evolved higher mutation rates when coevolving with viral parasites [4].

Theoretical work on mutation rate evolution in host–parasite systems has assumed that host and parasite encounters occur at random. However, there are numerous examples of parasites that are transmitted non-randomly (e.g. from parents to their offspring [15–19]). Here, we investigated the effect of maternal transmission of parasites on mutation rate evolution in both hosts and parasites. In hosts with no recombination and little to no maternal infection, we found that higher mutation rates evolved whenever coevolutionary cycles occurred and when parasites were more virulent (figure 3). Both these findings are consistent with previous theoretical work [3]. When maternal transmission was common, however, high mutation rates evolved in hosts, even when parasites were weakly virulent and cycles were absent. In parasites, coevolutionary cycles and high virulence also led to the evolution of higher mutation rates. In contrast to hosts, however, maternal transmission always favours parasites that are the same as their mothers and, consequently, selects against higher mutation rates. Hence, we predict that, in systems with substantial maternal transmission (i.e. a high vertical : horizontal transmission ratio), there should be a greater difference between the mutation rates of hosts and parasites compared with systems with little or no maternal transmission (i.e. low vertical : horizontal transmission ratio). Moreover, we expect that loci in hosts involved in immunity against vertically transmitted parasites should exhibit higher mutation rates than loci involved in immunity against horizontally transmitted parasites.

Provided that virulence was not too high, even a small amount of maternal transmission caused cycles to disappear (figure 2). Although much theory predicts cyclical fluctuations in host and parasite gene frequencies [1,3], few studies have provided corroborating empirical evidence [27–29]. Our findings suggest that cyclical dynamics might not occur in coevolving host–parasite systems, if even a small fraction of parasites are transmitted maternally (figure 2). It follows that predictions based on previous theoretical models, which implicitly assume the existence of such cycles, might not apply to cases when parasites can be transmitted maternally. In parasites, this is a crucial point, because we have shown that in the absence of cycles, parasite mutation rate should evolve downwards. In hosts, however, maternal transmission itself might provide an alternative explanation for how host–parasite interactions can select for increased mutation rates; the advantage to differing genetically from one’s mother can select for modifier alleles that increase mutation rate. Furthermore, in our model, the effect of maternal transmission on cycle dynamics and mutation rate evolution is most pronounced when parasites are weakly virulent—a phenotype that is expected to be common in maternally transmitted (relative to horizontally transmitted) parasites [30].

With high rates of recombination, evolved host mutation rates were not as high as with complete linkage (figure 3), a result that is consistent with earlier findings on the effect of recombination [3]. Recombination slows mutation rate evolution because it disassociates dynamics at the antigen locus from dynamics at the modifier locus. With high recombination, effects of maternal transmission were simple; higher rates of maternal transmission led to the evolution of higher mutation rates. Because sexual and asexual reproductive are equivalent in parasites in our model, recombination did not affect mutation rate evolution in parasites.

Recombination is expected to slow the evolution of higher mutation rates when the benefit of new mutations persists for many generations [3]. During this time, recombination dissociates the benefit of the high mutation modifier from the modifier itself. While the benefit associated with producing a globally advantageous allele can last for many generations, the benefit associated with producing an allele that causes a host to differ from its mother only lasts for one generation. Hence, recombination has only one opportunity to separate the modifier and the beneficial allele and it thus has a much reduced effect. This highlights an important aspect of maternal transmission: although the effect of parasite-induced frequency-dependent selection on mutation rate evolution diminishes with increasing recombination, the effect of maternal transmission remains largely constant. Previous theory has shown that while adaptive mutations are an important factor promoting mutation rate evolution in asexuals, they are much less relevant in sexual species that undergo recombination [3,24,31]. Here, we have identified a mechanism that is apparently much less affected by recombination.

In accordance with earlier models [3,32], we predict evolution of mutation rates well above current empirical estimates [14,33]. However, mutation rate has been found to vary across the genome [34] and, in particular, loci involved in immunity are known to have higher than average mutation rates [21,35]. We have neglected to include any costs associated with higher mutation rate (e.g. in the form of
unconditionally deleterious alleles), the inclusion of which would probably lower evolved mutation rates dramatically. However, we would not expect the qualitative effects of maternal transmission to change with such costs.

We have shown that maternal transmission of parasites can select for increased mutation rates in hosts. For infections with a genetic basis, mutation represents only one means to evade infection. Previous models have investigated the evolution of other infection-resistance strategies, including parasite avoidance, immunity and transgenerational transfer of immunity (36) and references therein. Including maternal transmission in such models would probably have important consequences for their dynamics. For example, a recent study of the evolution of maternal transmission of immunity, which did not include maternal transmission of parasites (36), found that this trait would be more likely to evolve if it protected against not just the parasite strain of the mother, but also the alternate parasite strain in the population (i.e. if there was high cross-immunity). This relationship would probably become weaker if offspring are preferentially infected by the parasite strain of their mother, because cross infection would occur less frequently.

There is evidence that higher mutation rates can be induced by physiological stress [37,38]. Although parasite infection has not been studied as a mutation-inducing stressor, it is plausible that infected hosts would have higher mutation rates owing to the stress of being infected. If our model included costly mutation, condition-dependent mutation would be expected to replace facultatively high mutation, because mutations would occur more often when they are advantageous, and less often when they are merely deleterious [39]. Further theoretical studies investigating such extensions are needed to help us fully appreciate the role played by maternal transmission in host–parasite coevolutionary dynamics, and further empirical studies are needed to quantify the pervasiveness of maternal transmission of parasites.
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